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Abstract 
This article has three main contributions to our understanding of minimax search: 
First, a new formulation for Stockman’s SSS* algorithm, based on Alpha-Beta, is presented. It
solves all the perceived rawbacks of SSS*, finally transforming it into a practical algorithm. In 
effect, we show that SSS*=Alpha-Beta+ transposition tables. The crucial step is the realization 
that transposition tables contain so-called solution trees, structures that are used in best-first search 
algorithms like SSS*. Having created a practical version, we present performance measurements 
with tournament game-playing programs for three different minimax games, yielding results that 
contradict a number of publications. 
Second, based on the insights gained in our attempts at understanding SSS*, we present a 
framework that facilitates the construction of several best-first fixed-depth game-tree search algo- 
rithms, known and new. The framework is based on depth-first null-window Alpha-Beta search, 
enhanced with storage to allow for the refining of previous search results. It focuses attention on 
the essential differences between algorithms. 
Third, a new instance of this framework is presented. It performs better than algorithms that are 
currently used in most state-of-the-art game-playing programs. We provide experimental evidence 
to explain why this new algorithm, MTD( f), performs better than other fixed-depth minimax 
algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 
The Alpha-Beta tree-searching algorithm [ 181 has been in use since the 1960s. No 
other minimax search algorithm has achieved the widespread use in practical applica- 
tions that Alpha-Beta has. Thirty years of research has found ways of improving the 
algorithm’s efficiency, and variants such as NegaScout [41] and PVS [ 81 are quite pop- 
ular. Interesting alternatives to depth-first searching, such as breadth-first and best-first 
strategies, have been largely ignored in practice. 
In 1979 Stockman introduced SSS*, which looked like a radically different approach 
from Alpha-Beta for searching fixed-depth minimax trees [ 511. It builds a tree in a 
so-called best-first fashion by visiting the most promising nodes first.4 Alpha-Beta, in 
contrast, uses a depth-first, left-to-right traversal of the tree. Intuitively, it would seem that 
a best-first strategy should prevail over a rigidly ordered depth-first one. Stockman proved 
that SSS* dominated Alpha-Beta; it would never evaluate more leaf nodes than Alpha- 
Beta. Numerous simulations have shown that on average SSS* evaluates considerably 
fewer leaf nodes (for example, [ 17,24,26,4 1,43,45] ) . Why, then, has the algorithm been 
shunned by practitioners’? 
SSS*, as formulated by Stockman, has several problems. First, it takes considerable 
effort to understand how the algorithm works, and still more to understand its relation to 
Alpha-Beta. Second, SSS* maintains a data structure known as the OPEN list, similar 
to that found in single agent search algorithms like A* [ 301. The size of this list grows 
exponentially with the depth of the search tree. This has led many authors to conclude 
that SSS* is effectively disqualified from being useful for real applications like game- 
playing programs [ 17,26,45,51]. Third, the OPEN list must be kept in sorted order. 
Insert and (in particular) delete/purge operations on the OPEN list can dominate the 
execution time of any program using SSS*. Despite the promise of expanding fewer 
nodes, the disadvantages of SSS* have proven a significant deterrent in practice. The 
general view of SSS* then is that: 
( 1) it is a complex algorithm that is difficult to understand, 
(2) it has large memory requirements that make the algorithm impractical for real 
applications, 
(3) it is “slow” because of the overhead of maintaining the sorted OPEN list, 
(4) it has been proven to dominate Alpha-Beta in terms of the number of leaf nodes 
evaluated, and 
(5) it evaluates significantly fewer leaf nodes than Alpha-Beta. 
For a number of years, we have been trying to find out how and why SSS* works, 
and whether the drawbacks can be solved. In this article we report the following re- 
sults: 
l The obstacles to efficient SSS* implementations have been solved, making the algo- 
rithm a practical alternative to Alpha-Beta variants. By reformulating the algorithm, 
SSS* can be expressed simply and intuitively as a series of calls to Alpha-Beta 
4 There is potential for confusion between SSS*, which selects the node offering the “best” information on 
bounds at the root in a fixed-depth search, and a new algorithm called Best-First Minimax Search, which 
expands the children of the “best” node in a variable-depth search 1201. 
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enhanced with a transposition table (TT), yielding a new formulation called MT- 
SSS*. MT-SSS* does not need an expensive OPEN list; a familiar transposition 
table performs as well. In effect: SSS* = Alpha-Beta+ ‘IT. 
l Inspired by the MT-SSS* reformulation, a new framework for minimax search is 
introduced. It is based on memory-enhanced null-window Alpha-Beta search. We 
call this procedure MT, after Pearl’s Test procedure [ 301. We present a simple 
framework of MT drivers (MTD) that make repeated calls to MT to home in 
on the minimax value. Search results from previous passes are stored in memory 
and are re-used. MTD can be used to construct a variety of fixed-depth best-first 
search algorithms using depth-first search. It is easily incorporated into existing 
game-playing programs. 
l Using our new framework, we were able to compare the performance of a number 
of best-first algorithms to some well-known depth-first algorithms, using three 
high-performance game-playing programs. The results of these experiments were 
quite surprising, since they contradict the large body of published results based on 
simulations: best-first searches and depth-first searches have roughly comparable 
performance, with NegaScout, a depth-first algorithm, often out-performing SSS*, 
a best-first algorithm. 
In previously published experimental results, depth-first and best-first minimax 
search algorithms were allowed different memory requirements. To our knowledge, 
we present the first experiments that compare them using identical storage require- 
ments. 
l With dynamic move re-ordering schemes, like iterative deepening, SSS* (and its 
dual DUAL* [21,24,41] ) are no longer guaranteed to expand fewer leaf nodes 
than Alpha-Beta. The conditions for Stockman’s proof [ 5 11 are not met in prac- 
tice. 
l In analyzing why our results differ from simulations, we identify a number of 
differences between real and artificially generated game trees. Two important fac- 
tors are transpositions and value interdependence between parent and child nodes. 
In game-playing programs these factors are commonly exploited by transposition 
tables and iterative deepening to yield large performance gains-making it possi- 
ble for depth-first algorithms to out-perform best-first. Given that most simulations 
neglect to include important properties of trees built in practice, of what value are 
the previously published simulation results? 
l We formulate a new algorithm, MTD( f) . It out-performs our best Alpha-Beta vari- 
ant, NegaScout enhanced with an aspiration window, on leaf nodes, total nodes, 
and execution time for our test programs. Since MTD( f) is an instance of the MT 
framework, it is easily implemented in existing programs: just add one loop to an 
Alpha-Beta-based program. 
l In the past, much research effort has been devoted to understanding how SSS* 
works, and finding out what the pros and cons of SSS*‘s best-first approach are 
for minimax search. In the new framework, SSS* is equivalent to a special case 
of Alpha-Beta and it is out-performed by other Alpha-Beta variants (both best- 
first and depth-first). In light of this, we believe that SSS* should now become a 
footnote in the history of game-tree search. 
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In Section 2 we use an example to demonstrate how a best-first search uses its 
information to decide which node to select next. Specifically, this section introduces 
MT-SSS*, which is a reformulation of SSS* based on Alpha-Beta. Section 3 addresses 
one of the biggest drawbacks of SSS*: its memory requirements. We will show em- 
pirical evidence using our reformulation that this problem is effectively solved for our 
applications. In Section 4 we introduce a framework for fixed-depth best-first minimax 
algorithms based on null-window Alpha-Beta searches enhanced with a transposition 
table. In Section 5 we present the results of performance tests with three tournament 
level game-playing programs. One algorithm, MTD( f), is on average consistently bet- 
ter. In explaining its behavior, we establish a relation between the start value of a series 
of null-window searches and performance. Section 6 addresses the reasons why our 
results contradict the literature: the difference between real and artificial game trees is 
significant. Given that high-performance game-playing programs are readily available, 
the case for simulations is weak. Section 7 gives the conclusions. Appendix A provides 
a more formal treatment of why MT-SSS* and SSS* are equivalent in the sense that 
they expand the same leaf nodes in the same order. Appendix B presents an example 
proving that when SSS* is used with dynamic move re-ordering, it no longer dominates 
Alpha-Beta. 
To conclude this introduction, we make a remark on terminology. Sometimes the term 
Alpha-Beta is used to denote a single procedure which can be called with any search 
window, for example, as a building block for algorithms like MT-SSS* and MTD( f). 
At other times Alpha-Beta is meant as the algorithm Alpha-Beta( II, --cx), -too) that finds 
the minimax value of a tree rooted at II. Which of the two is meant should be clear 
from the context. 
Preliminary results from this research have appeared in [ 381. 
2. A practical version of SSS* 
SSS* is a difficult algorithm to understand, as can be appreciated by looking at the 
code in Fig. I. SSS* works by manipulating a list of nodes, the OPEN list, using six 
ingenious interlocking cases of the so-called f operator. Throughout this paper, it is 
assumed that the root is of type MAX. The nodes have a status associated with them, 
either live (L) or solved (S), and a merit, denoted A. The OPEN list is sorted in 
descending order, so that the entry with highest merit (the “best” node) is at the front 
and will be selected for expansion. 
In this section we present a clearer formulation that has the added advantage of solving 
a number of obstacles that have hindered SSS*‘s use in practice. The reformulation is 
based on the Alpha-Beta procedure. It examines the same leaf nodes in the same order 
as SSS*. It is called MT-SSS*, and the code is shown later in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 2 shows the pseudo-code for Alpha-Beta (enchanced with storage) [ 18,231. 
In contrast to SSS*, the code is a tight recursive formulation. The relative simplicity 
of the code has made it a popular choice for implementation by practitioners. In the 
code, eval returns the evaluation of a leaf node, firstchild and nextbrother are used 
to generate the successor nodes of a position, and storage is accessed using the store 
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Stockman’s SSS* (including Campbell’s correction [ 71) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Place the start state (n = root, s = LIVE, h = +oo) on a list called OPEN. 
Remove from OPEN state p = (n, s, &) with largest merit A. OPEN is a list kept 
in non-decreasing order of merit, so p will be the first in the list. 
If IZ = root and s = SOLVED then p is the goal state so terminate with ?r = 
f( root) as the minimax evaluation of the game tree. Otherwise continue. 
Expand state p by applying state space operator r and queuing all output states 
T(p) on the list OPEN in merit order. Purge redundant states from OPEN if 
possible. The specific actions of r are given in the table below. 
Go to (2). 
State space operations on state (n, s, h) (just removed from top of OPEN list) 
Case of Conditions satisfied Actions of r in creating 
operator r by input state (n, s, &) new output states 
not s = SOLVED Final state reached, exit algorithm 
applicable n = ROOT with g(n) = fi. 
1 s = SOLVED Stack (m = parent(n), s, h) on OPEN list. 
n # ROOT Then purge OPEN of all states (k, s, ?r> 
type(n) = MIN where m is an ancestor of k in the game tree. 
2 s = SOLVED 
n#ROOT 
type(n) = MAX 
next(n) # NIL 
Stack (next(n), LIVE, &) 
on OPEN list. 
3 s = SOLVED 
n#ROOT 
type(n) = MAX 
next(n) = NIL 
Stack (parent(n), s, fz) 
on OPEN list. 
4 s = LIVE 
first(n) = NIL 
Place (n, SOLVED, min( ?r, f(n)>) on 
OPEN list (interior) in front of all states of 
lesser merit. Ties are resolved left-first. 
5 s = LIVE Stack (first(n), s, 8) 
first(n) # NIL on (top of) OPEN list. 
type( first( n) ) = MAX 
6 s = LIVE 
first(n) # NIL 
type( first( n) ) = MIN 
Reset n to first(n). 
While n # NIL do 
queue (n, s, &) on top of OPEN list 
reset IZ to next(n). 
Fig. 1. Stockman’s SSS* [ 30.5 I]. 
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function alphabeta(n, a, /3) - 1, 
if retrieve(n) = ok then 
if n.f- > p then return :#,- : / 
if n.f‘+ < (Y then return n.f+: 
if II is a leaf node then I: := evaI( 
else if II is a max node then 
C’ := firstchild( 
while g < p and c # I do 
,c := max( R, alphabeta( c, LY, p) ); 
LY := max(a,a): 
c := nextbrother( C) ~ 
else /* ,I is a mm node “i 
,e := f%. 
C’ := firstchild( n); 
while ,q > LY and c # i do 
I: := min(R. alphabeta( c. u. p) ); 
j3 := min(p,g); 
C’ := nextbrother( C) : 
if I: c p then n.,f+ .= s: 
if g > u then n.,f‘- := ,y, 
clore n.,f’-. /r..f+ ; 
return ,g; 
Fig. 2. The Alpha-Beta function for use with transposition tables 
and retrieve routines. f denotes the minimax value of a node; f’ is an upper bound 
on that value, while f- is a lower bound. The code specifies the fail-soft variant of 
Alpha-Beta [ 141, where a return value outside the search window is a bound on the 
minimax value. 
The relationship between SSS* and Alpha-Beta will be discussed using an example 
which concentrates on the higher-level concepts. Formality is deferred to Appendix A. 
The two key concepts in our explanation of the relationship between SSS* and Alpha- 
Beta are an upper bound on the minimax value, and a max solution tree, which is the 
minimal search tree that proves an upper bound.’ We will explain max solution trees, 
and how SSS* constructs them, shortly. 
2.1. Exunlple 
Fig. 3 is used to illustrate how SSS* and MT-SSS* search for the minimax value 
(squares denote max nodes; circles denote min nodes). This section contains a detailed 
description of how MT-SSS* works. The example assumes some familiarity with SSS*. 
One of the reasons to create MT-SSS* was the sense of confusion that the complexity 
of SSS* brings about. By using standard concepts from the Alpha-Beta literature we try 
to alleviate this problem. Although instructive, going through the example step-by-step 
’ Stockman originally used min solution trees to explain his algorithm. We explain SSS* using upper bounds 
and max solution trees, since it improves the clarity of the arguments. 
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41 5 12 90 101 80 20 30 34 80 36 35 50 36 25 3 
Fig. 3. Example tree for MT-SSS*. 
= 36 
41 12 34 36 
Fig. 4. Pass I. 
is not necessary to follow the rest of this article. For ease of reference, this tree is the 
same as used by Pearl in his explanation of SSS* [ 301. 
A number of stages, or passes, can be distinguished in the traversal of this tree. At 
the end of each pass the OPEN list consists of solved nodes only. We will go to some 
depth examining how Alpha-Beta can be used to traverse this tree in a best-first fashion. 
For reasons of brevity we refer to [ 30,35,39] for the details of how SSS* traverses the 
tree. In the figures the nodes are numbered a to t in the order in which SSS* first visits 
them. 
First pass 
In the first pass (see Fig. 4) the left-most max solution tree is constructed, creating 
the first non-trivial upper bound on the minimax value of the root. +cc and --oo are 
used as the upper and lower bounds on the range of leaf values. In real implementations, 
these bounds are suitably large finite numbers. 
As can be seen from the example in [30], SSS* starts by building the tree shown in 
Fig. 4, using cases 4, 5, and 6 of the r operator. At max nodes, all the children were 
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expanded (case 6), while at min nodes only the first child was added to the OPEN list 
(case 5). Case 4 evaluated the leaf nodes of the tree. Sorting the list guaranteed that the 
entry with the highest upper bound was at the front. It is interesting to determine the 
minimax value of the subtree expanded thus far (see Fig. 4). Since only one child of a 
min node is included, minimaxing the leaf values simplifies to taking the maximum of 
all the leaves. The minimax value of this tree is 41, the maximum of the leaves, which 
is also the & value of the first entry of the OPEN list. The (left-most) leaf equal to the 
value at the root is called the critical leaf, while the path from the root to the critical 
leaf is the pri@~nt variation. A tree which includes one child at min nodes and all 
children at max nodes, is called a nrax solutiorr tree (for example, Fig. 4). The term 
“solution tree” was originally used in the context of AND/OR trees, where it meant, 
in our terminology, a min solution tree (one child at max nodes and all children at 
min nodes). SSS* has shown that solution trees are a useful concept for understanding 
game-tree algorithms. Solution trees are discussed in [ 2 I .22,3 I ,5 I]. 
Instead of using r cases 4. 5 and 6 and a sorted OPEN list, there are other ways to 
compute the “left-first” upper bound on the minimax value of a. One way is suggested 
by the following post-condition of the Alpha-Beta procedure. Assume for node n with 
minimax value f. that g is the return value of an Alpha-Beta(n, cr, p) call. There are 
three possible outcomes: 
( 1) LU < g < ,G (success). g is equal to the minimax value f of node II. 
(2) g 6 a (failing low). g is an upper bound on f, denoted f+, or f < g. 
(3) y 3 /? (failing high). g is a lower bound on f, denoted f-, or ,f 3 g. 
Using outcome (2), we can force the Alpha-Beta procedure to return an upper bound 
(fail low) by calling it with a search window greater than any possible leaf node 
value. Since both Alpha-Beta and SSS* expand nodes in a left-to-right order, Alpha- 
Beta when called with this window will find the same upper bound, and expand the 
same max solution tree, as SSS*. Appendix A provides a more formal treatment of this 
claim. 
In the special case where cy = ,8 - I, Alpha-Beta always returns a bound on the mini- 
max value. This search window, the narrowest possible for integer-valued evaluations, 
is called a minimal or null window. The concept of a null-window search, or proof 
procedure, is well known [ 14,291. Many people have noted that null-window search 
is more efficient than wide-window search, because the tighter bounds cause more 
cutoffs [ 1,8,9,14.28,46]. Pearl introduced the procedure Test, part of his Scout algorithm 
[ 28,291. NegaScout [ 40,411, an enhanced version of Scout, has become the algorithm 
of choice for many game-playing programs. We named our proof procedure MT, for 
memory-enhanced test. MT returns a bound. not just a Boolean value. This procedure 
is sometimes called fail-soft test. The name MT is just shorthand for a null-window call 
to Alpha-Beta enhanced with storage (such as a transposition table). 
Returning to the example tree, a call Alpha-Beta( a, oc - I, cm) will cause an alpha 
cutoff at all min nodes, since all internal calls return values g 6 cy = co - 1. No beta 
cutoffs at max nodes will occur, since all g < p. The call Alpha-Beta( a, cc - I, cm) on 
the tree in Fig. 3 will traverse the tree in Fig. 4. Due to the store operation in Fig. 2, this 
tree is saved in memory so that its backed-up values can be used in a later pass. The max 
solution tree stored at the end of this pass consists of the nodes a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, 
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e n f h 
41 5 skipped skipped 
Fig. 5. Pass 2. 
j, k, 1 and m, yielding an upper bound of 41. For Stockman’s formulation, the leaves of 
this tree are stored in the OPEN list, which is ((e, S, 41), (m, S, 36), (k, S, 34), (g, S, 12)). 
Note that the entry at the head of the list is also 41, SSS*‘s upper bound on the minimax 
value. 
Second pass 
The second pass (see Fig. 5) lowers the upper bound on f from 41 to 36 using r cases 
2 and 4 (see [30]). The OPEN list becomes ((m, S, 36), (k, S, 34), (g, S, 12), (n, S, 5)). 
Only one new node has been expanded. The value of the upper bound is determined by 
a new (sharper) max solution tree, whose leaves are contained in the OPEN list. 
How can we use Alpha-Beta to lower the upper bound of the first pass? Since the max 
solution tree defining the upper bound of 41 has been stored by the previous call, we 
can re-traverse the nodes on the principal variation (a, b, c, d, e) to find the critical leaf 
e, and see whether expanding its brother will yield a search tree with a lower minimax 
value. To give Alpha-Beta the task of returning a value lower than f+ = 41, we give 
it a search window which will cause it to fail low. The old window of (co - 1, m) 
will not do, since the code in Fig. 2 will cause Alpha-Beta to return from both nodes b 
and h with a value of 41, lower than 0;). A better choice would be the search window 
(f’ - l,f+), or (40,41), w IC prompts Alpha-Beta to descend the principal variation h’ h 
and return as soon as a lower f+ on node a is found. Alpha-Beta will descend to nodes 
b, c, d, e and continue to search node n. It will back up value 5 to node d and cause 
a cutoff. The value of d is no longer determined by e but by n. Node e is no longer 
part of the max solution tree that determines the sharpest upper bound. Node e can be 
erased from memory as long as we remember that n is the new best child (not shown 
in the Alpha-Beta code). The value 5 is backed up to c. No beta cutoff occurs at c, 
so f’s bound is retrieved. Since f+ < CY at node f, it returns immediately with value 
12. 12 is backed up to b, where it causes an alpha cutoff. Next, 12 is backed up to 
a. Since g < p, node h is entered, which returns immediately its value of 36. The 
call Alpha_Beta(a,40,41) fails low with value 36, the sharper upper bound. The max 
solution tree defining this bound consists of nodes a, b, c, d, n, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1 and m 
(that is, node e has been replaced with n). 
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./’ f’ = 
= 3s 
3s 
skipped skipped 36 35 
Fig. 6. Paas 3 
By storing previously expanded nodes in memory, and calling Alpha-Beta with the 
right search window, we can make it traverse the principal variation. Alpha-Beta expands 
brothers of the critical leaf to get a better upper bound on the minimax value of the 
root. in exactly the same way as SSS* does. 
Third pass 
In this pass (see Fig. 6), the upper bound is lowered from 36 to 35. Again, only one 
new node is expanded by SSS*. The new OPEN list is ((0, S, 35), (k, S, 34), (g, S, 12), 
(n, X5) ). 
In the Alpha-Beta case, a call Alpha-Beta( a, 35,36) is performed. From the previous 
search, we know that b has an f+ < 35 and h does not. The algorithm follows the 
principal variation leading to the leaf node with value 36 (h, i, I, m). The brother of m 
is expanded. The bound on the minimax value at the root has now been improved from 
36 to 35. The max solution tree defining this bound consists of nodes a, b, c, d, n, f, 
g, h. i, j, k, 1 and o. 
Fourth pass 
This pass (see Fig. 7) is the last pass of SSS*, in which the upper bound cannot be 
lowered. r cases 1 and 3 back up 35 to the root. Again, we refer to [30] for the details 
of the SSS* part of the example. 
In the Alpha-Beta case, a call with window (J“ - 1, f+), or Alpha-Beta(a, 34,35), 
is performed. In this pass we will not find a fail low as usual, but a fail high with return 
value 35. The return value is now a lower bound, backed up by a min solution tree. 
How does Alpha-Beta traverse this min solution tree? The search follows the critical 
path a, h, i, 1 and o. At node 1, both its children immediately return without having 
been evaluated; the value is retrieved from storage. Note that the previous pass stored 
an ,ft value for 1, while this pass will store an f-. The value of 1 does not change, j’s 
bound of 34 precludes it from being searched, so i’s value remains unchanged. Node i 
cannot lower h’s value (g > cy, 35 > 34, no cutoff occurs), so the search explores p. 
Node p expands q which, in turn, searches s and t. Since p is a maximizing node, the 
value of q (36) causes a cutoff: g # p, node r is not searched. Both of h’s children 
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f+ 
Fig. 7. Pass 4 
are > 35. Node h returns 35, and so does a. Node a was searched attempting to show 
whether its value was < or 2 35. h provides the answer: greater than or equal. This 
call to Alpha-Beta fails high, meaning we have a lower bound of 35 on the search. The 
previous call to Alpha-Beta established an upper bound of 35. ‘Thus the minimax value 
of the tree is proven to be 35. 
We see that nothing special is needed to have Alpha-Beta traverse the min solution 
tree a, h, i, 1, m, o, p, q, s and t. The ordinary cutoff decisions cause its traversal, when 
LY = f+(a) - 1 and p = f+(a). 
In the previous four passes we called Alpha-Beta with a special search window to 
have it emulate SSS*. This sequence of calls, creating a sequence of fail lows until the 
final fail high, can be captured in a single loop, given by the pseudo-code of Fig. 8. The 
reformulation is called MT-SSS*. 
One of the problems with Stockman’s original SSS* formulation is that it is hard to 
understand what is “really” going on. It is difficult to create an understanding in terms 
of concepts above the level of which r case happens when and does what. Part of 
the reason is the iterative nature of the algorithm. This has been the motivation behind 
the development of other algorithms, notably RecSSS* [ 41 and SSS-2 [ 3 11, which are 
recursive formulations of SSS*. Although clarity is a subjective issue, it seems simpler 
to express SSS* in terms of a well-understood algorithm (Alpha-Beta), rather than 
inventing a new formulation. We think that comparing the codes in Figs. 1 and 8 shows 
function MT-SSS’ (n) 4 f; 
g := +co; 
repeat 
y := g; 
g := Alpha-Beta( n, y - 1, y) ; 
until g = y; 
return g; 
function MT-DUAL*(n) -+ f; 
g := -co; 
repeat 
y := g; 
g := Alpha-Beta( n, y. y + 1); 
until g = y; 
return g; 
Fig. 8. SSS* and DUAL* as a sequence of Alpha-Beta searches. 
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why we believe to have made the algorithm easier to understand. Furthermore, Fig. 8 
also gives the code for our reformulation of DUAL*, called MT-DUAL*, showing the 
versatility of this formulation. In Section 4 we will pursue this point further by presenting 
a generalization of these two codes. 
3. All about storage 
The literature portrays storage as the biggest problem 
dealt with in Stockman’s original formulation gave rise to 
(1) 
(7) 
SSS* is .sImv. Some operations on the sorted OPEN list have non-polynomial 
time complexity. In particular, measurements how that the purge operation of r 
case I consumes about 90% of SSS*‘s runtime [ 241. 
SSS* has uttreasotuxblr storage denumds. Stockman states that his OPEN list 
needs to store at most ~~~~~~~ entries for a game tree of uniform branching factor 
w and uniform depth d-the number of leaves of a max solution tree. In the 
example we also saw that a single max solution tree is manipulated. (In contrast, 
DUAL* requires !+Ld/21 entries, the number of leaves of a min solution tree.) 
This is usually perceived as being unreasonably large storage requirements. 
with SSS*. The way it was 
two points of criticism: 
Several alternatives to the SSS* OPEN list have been proposed. One solution implements 
the storage as an unsorted array, alleviating the need for the costly purge operation by 
overwriting old entries (RecSSS* [3,4,43] ). By organizing this data as an implicit 
tree, there is no need to do any explicit sorting, since the principal variation can be 
traversed to find the critical leaf. Another alternative is to use a pointer-based tree, the 
conventional implementation of a recursive data structure. 
Our solution is to extend Alpha-Beta to include the well-known transposition table 
(see. for example, Section 3.1 or [ 231). As long as the transposition table is large 
enough to store at least the min or max solution trees ’ that are essential for the efficient 
operation of MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL*, it provides for fast access and efficient storage. 
MT-SSS* will operate when the table is too small, at the cost of extra re-expansions. 
The flexibility of the transposition table allows experiments with different memory 
sizes. In Section 3.3 we will see how big the transposition table should be for MT-SSS* 
to function efficiently. That section presents experimental data addressing the storage 
concerns of SSS*. Many single and double agent search programs include iterative 
deepening and transposition tables [ 19,421. They are also used in our experiments and 
are briefly described below. 
3. I. Trmspositiotz tables and iterative deepettitzg 
In many application domains of minimax search algorithms, the search space is 
a graph, whereas minimax-based algorithms are suited for tree search. Transposition 
tables (TT) are used to enhance the efficiency of tree-search algorithms by preventing 
h This includes the direct children of nodes in the max solution tree. These can be skipped by optimizations 
in the Alpha-Beta code, in the spirit of what Reinefeld has done for Scout [ 40.41 I. 
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the re-expansion of children with multiple parents [ 23,471. A transposition table is a 
hash table in which searched nodes (barring collisions, the search tree) are stored. The 
tree-search algorithm is modified to look in this table before it searches a node and, if it 
finds the node, uses the value instead of searching. In application domains where there 
are many paths leading to a node, this scheme leads to a substantial reduction of the 
search space. (Although technically incorrect, we will stick to the usual terminology 
and keep using terms like minimax tree search.) 
A potential drawback of most transposition table implementations is that they do not 
handle hash-key collisions well. In [35,39] it is shown that this is not a problem in 
practice. 
Most game-playing programs use iterative deepening [23,47,50]. It is based on the 
assumption that a shallow search is a good approximation of a deeper search. It starts off 
by doing a depth-l search, which terminates almost immediately. It then increases the 
search depth step by step, each time restarting the search over and over again. Due to 
the exponential growth of the tree the former iterations usually take a negligible amount 
of time compared to the last iteration. Among the benefits of iterative deepening (ID) in 
game-playing programs are better move ordering (explained in the next paragraph), and 
advantages for tournament time control information. (In the area of one player games it 
is mainly used as a way of reducing the space complexity of best-first searches [ 191.) 
Transposition tables are often used in conjunction with iterative deepening to achieve 
a partial move ordering. The search value and the branch leading to the highest score 
(best move) are saved for each node. When iterative deepening searches one level 
deeper and revisits nodes, the move suggested by the transposition table (if available) 
is searched first. Since we assumed that a shallow search is a good approximation of a 
deeper search, this best move for depth d will often turn out to be the best move for 
depth d + 1 too. Good move ordering increases the pruning power of algorithms like 
Alpha-Beta and SSS*. 
Transposition tables in conjunction with ID are typically used to enhance the perfor- 
mance of algorithms in two ways: 
( 1) improve the quality of the move ordering and 
(2) detect when different paths through the search space transpose into the same 
state, to prevent the re-expansion of that node. 
In the case of an algorithm in which each ID iteration performs multiple passes over 
the search tree, like MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL*, there is an additional use for the TT: 
(3) prevent the re-search of a node that has been searched in a previous pass, in the 
current ID iteration. 
3.2. Experiment design 
In our reformulation, MT-SSS* uses a standard transposition table to store previous 
search results. If that table is too small, previous results will be overwritten, requiring 
occasional re-searches. A search using a small table will still yield the correct minimax 
value, although the number of leaf expansions may be high. To test the behavior of our 
algorithm, we experimented with different transposition table sizes for MT-SSS* and 
MT-DUAL*. 
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The questions we want to see answered are: “Does SSS* fit in memory in practical 
situations?” and “How much memory is needed to out-perform Alpha-Beta?“. We used 
iterative deepening versions of MT-SSS* and Alpha-Beta, since these are used in prac- 
tical applications too. The experiments were conducted using game-playing programs 
of tournament quality. For generality, our data has been gathered from three programs: 
Chinook (checkers) [49], Keyano (Othello) [ 51 and Phoenix (chess) [ 461. With these 
programs we cover the range from low to high branching factors. All three programs 
are well known in their respective domain. The only changes we made to the programs 
was to disable search extensions and forward pruning, to ensure consistent minimax 
values for the different algorithms. For our experiments we used the original program 
author’s transposition table data structures and code, without modification. At an interior 
node, the move suggested by the transposition table is always searched first (if known), 
and the remaining moves are ordered before being searched. Chinook and Phoenix use 
dynamic ordering based on the history heuristic [47], while Keyano uses static move 
ordering. 
The Alpha-Beta code given in Fig. 2 differs from the one used in practice in that the 
latter usually includes two details, both of which are common practice in game-playing 
programs. The first is a search depth parameter. This parameter is initialized to the depth 
of the search tree. As Alpha-Beta descends the search tree, the depth is decremented. 
Leaf nodes are at depth 0. The second is the saving of the best move at each node. 
When a node is revisited, the best move from the previous search is always considered 
first. 
Conventional test sets in the literature proved to be inadequate to model real-life 
conditions. Positions in test sets are usually selected to test a particular characteristic or 
property of the game (such as tactical combinations in chess) and are not necessarily 
indicative of typical game conditions. For our experiments, each data point was averaged 
over 20 test positions that corresponded to move sequences from tournament games. By 
selecting move sequences rather than isolated positions, we are attempting to create a 
test set that is representative of real game search properties (including positions with 
obvious moves, hard moves, positional moves, tactical moves, different game phases, 
etc.). A number of runs were performed on a larger test set to check that the test data 
did not cause anomalies (the data set size is consistent with [46] ). All three programs 
ran to a depth so that all searched roughly for the same amount of time. The search 
depths reached by the programs vary greatly because of the differing branching factors. 
In checkers, the average branching factor is approximately 3 (there are typically 1.2 
moves in a capture position while roughly 8 in a non-capture position), in Othello 10 
and in chess 36. Because of the low branching factor Chinook was able to search to 
depth 17, iterating 2 ply at a time. Keyano searched to 10 ply and Phoenix to 8, both 
one ply at a time. 
3.3. Results 
Figs. 9 and 10 show the number of leaf nodes expanded by ID MT-SSS* and ID 
MT-DUAL* relative to ID Alpha-Beta as a function of transposition table size (number 
of entries in powers of 2). The graphs show that for small transposition tables, Alpha- 
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Beta out-performs MT-SSS*, and for very small sizes it out-performs MT-DUAL* too. 
However, once the storage reaches a critical level, MT-SSS*‘s performance levels off 
and is generally better than Alpha-Beta. The graphs for MT-DUAL* are similar to those 
of SSS*, except that the lines are shifted to the left. 
Simple calculations and the empirical evidence leads us to disagree with authors 
stating that O( ,rd/*l > is too much memory for practical purposes [ 17,24,26,41,45,51]. 
Further, many applications have transpositions that can reduce the search effort by a 
large factor (9 for checkers at depth 1.5, 4 for chess at depth 9, and 2 for Othello 
at depth 9 [ 351). For present-day search depths in applications like checkers, Othello 
and chess, using present-day memory sizes, we see that MT-SSS*‘s search trees fit in 
the available memory. For most real-world game-playing programs, a single processor 
transposition table size of less than 2*’ entries will be more than adequate for MT-SSS* 
under tournament conditions. 
The graphs provide a clear answer to the main question: SSS* fits in memory, for 
practical search depths in games with both narrow and wide branching factors. It out- 
performs Alpha-Beta when given a reasonable amount of storage. However, the original 
SSS* formulation does not work when there is insufficient storage to hold the OPEN list. 
The MT-SSS* reformulation benefits from the flexibility provided by the transposition 
tables, allowing the program to work correctly with any amount of memory. In other 
words, memory only affects efficiency, not correctness. 
The graphs support the theory that says that MT-SSS* is constantly refining a single 
max solution tree. As soon as there is enough memory to store most of the max solution 
tree, MT-SSS* runs smoothly in that it does not have to re-expand parts of the tree that 
it has searched in previous passes. The graphs also support the notion that MT-DUAL* 
needs less memory, since it manipulates a (smaller) min solution tree (O( wLd’*J ) versus 
0( wrd/*l) for max solution trees). 
We can conclude from the experiments that MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL* are practical 
alternatives to Alpha-Beta, where the transposition table size is concerned. However, the 
experiments also made clear that there are a number of minor issues that are not yet 
fully understood. For brevity, these issues are discussed elsewhere [ 351. 
3.4. MT-SSS* is a practical algorithm 
The introduction cited two storage-related drawbacks of SSS*. The first is the exces- 
sive memory requirements. We have shown that this is solved in practice. 
The second drawback, the inefficiencies incurred in maintaining the OPEN list, 
specifically the sort and purge operations, was addressed in the RecSSS* algorithm 
[4,43]. Both MT-SSS* and RecSSS* store interior nodes and overwrite old entries 
to solve this. The difference is that RecSSS* uses a restrictive data structure to hold 
the OPEN list that has the disadvantages of requiring the search depth and width be 
known a priori, and having no support for transpositions. Programming effort (and 
ingenuity) are required to make RecSSS* usable for high-performance game-playing 
programs. 
In contrast, since most game-playing programs already use Alpha-Beta and trans- 
position tables, the effort to implement MT-SSS* consists only of adding a simple 
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driver routine (Fig. 8). Implementing MT-SSS* is as simple (or hard) as implement- 
ing Alpha-Beta. All the familiar Alpha-Beta enhancements (such as iterative deepening, 
transpositions and dynamic move ordering) fit naturally into our new framework with no 
practical restrictions (variable branching factor. search extensions and forward pruning, 
for example, cause no difficulties). 
In MT-SSS*, interior nodes are accessed by fast hash table lookups, to eliminate the 
slow OPEN list operations. Execution time measurements (not shown) confirm that in 
general the runtime of MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL* are proportional to the leaf count, as 
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, showing that they are a few percent faster than Alpha-Beta. 
However, in some programs where interior node processing is slow, the high number 
of tree traversals by MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL* can have a noticeable adverse effect. 
For real applications, in addition to leaf node count, the total node count should also be 
checked (see Section 5). 
Keeping this point in mind, we conclude that SSS* and DUAL* have become practical, 
understandable, algorithms when expressed in the new formulation. 
4. Memory-enhanced test: a framework 
This section introduces a generalization of the ideas behind MT-SSS*, in the form of 
a new framework for best-first minimax algorithms. To put it succinctly: this framework 
uses depth,first procedures to implement best-jirst algorithms. Memory is used to pass 
on previous search results to later passes, allowing selection of the “best” nodes based 
on the available information from previous passes. 
We can construct a generalized driver routine to call MT repeatedly. Recall that 
MT( II, y) is equivalent to Alpha-Beta( ~1, y --- 1, y) using storage. One idea for such a 
driver is to start at an upper bound for the minimax value, f’ = +oo. Subsequent calls 
to MT can lower this bound until the minimax value is reached, as shown in Fig. 8. 
Having seen the two drivers for MT in Fig. 8, the ideas can be encompassed in a 
generalized driver routine. The driver can be regarded as providing a series of calls 
to MT to successively refine bounds on the minimax value. The driver code can be 
parameterized so that one piece of code can construct a variety of algorithms. The three 
parameters needed are: 
l II: the root of the search tree. 
l ,first: the $rst starting bound for MT. 
l next: a search has been completed. Use its result to determine the next bound for 
MT. 
Using these parameters, an algorithm using our MT driver, MTD, can be expressed 
as MTD(n,$rst,next). The last parameter is not a value but a piece of code. The 
corresponding pseudo-code can be found in Fig. 11. A number of interesting algorithms 
can easily be constructed using MTD, of which we present the following examples. 
l MTD(n, +co, bound := 8). This is just MT-SSS*. For brevity we call this driver 
MTD( +ix;). 
l MTD(n, --,x~,bound := g + I ). This is MT-DUAL*, which we refer to as 
MTD( -co,). 
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function MTD(n,first, next) 
bound := g :=firsf; 
repeat 
g := MT( n, bound); 
if g < bound then ft := g else f- := g; 
/* The nent operation must set bound *! 
next; 
until f’- = f+; 
return g; 
function MTD(n, f) - f; 
f+ := +03; f- := -Xl; 
if f = -m then bound := f + 1 else bound := f; 
repeat 
fi := MT(n,bound); 
if ,q < bound then f+ := g else f- := g; 
if g = f- then bound := g + 1 else bound := g: 
until f- = f+; 
return g; 
Fig. I I. A framework for MT drivers; the MTD( f) instance. 
l MTD( n, approximation, if g < bound then bound := g else bound := g + 1) . Rather 
than arbitrarily using an extreme value as a starting point, any information on where 
the value is likely to lie can be used as a better approximation. (This assumes a 
relation between start value and search effort that is discussed in Section 5.2.3.) 
Given that iterative deepening is used in many application domains, the obvious 
approximation for the minimax value is the result of the previous iteration. This 
algorithm, which we call MTD(f), can be viewed as starting close to f, and 
then doing either SSS* or DUAL*, skipping a large part of their search path. The 
right-hand side of Fig. 11 shows the pseudo-code for MTD( f) . 
l MTD(n, [average(+co, -co)], bound := [average( ff, f-)1). Since MT can be 
used to search from above (SSS*) as well as from below (DUAL*), an obvious 
try is to bisect the interval and start in the middle. Since each pass produces an 
upper or lower bound, we can take some pivot value in between as the next center 
for our search. This algorithm, called MTD(bi) for short, bisects the range of 
interest, reducing the number of MT calls. To reduce big swings in the pivot value, 
some kind of aspiration searching may be beneficial in many application domains 
[471. 
Coplan introduced an equivalent algorithm which he named C* [ 93. He does not 
state the link with best-first SSS*-like behavior, but does prove that C* dominates 
Alpha-Beta in the number of leaf nodes evaluated, provided there is enough storage. 
(This idea has also been discussed in [ 1,521.) 
l MTD(n, +co, bound := max(f; + 1, g - steps&e)). Instead of making tiny jumps 
from one bound to the next, as in all the above algorithms except MTD( bi), we 
could make bigger jumps. By adjusting the value of stepsize to some suitably 
large value, we can reduce the number of calls to MT. This algorithm is called 
MTD(step). 
Other MTD variations are possible, such as searching for the best move (not the best 
value). This idea, put forward by Berliner in his B* algorithm [2], would require a 
different termination condition for the loop, but otherwise fits straightforwardly into the 
framework. In [37] we report on tests with this variant. 
Note that while all the above algorithms use storage for bounds, not all of them need 
to save both f+ and f- values. MTD( +w), MTD( --co) and MTD( f) refine one 
solution tree. MTD( bi) and MTD( step) usually refine a union of two solution trees, 
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where nodes on the intersection (the principal variation) should store both an upper and 
lower bound at the same time (see also 1331 ). We refer to Section 3 for data indicating 
that these memory requirements are acceptable in practice. 
Some of the above instances are new, some are not, and some are small adaptations 
of known ideas. The value of this framework does not lie so much in the newness 
of the instances, but in the way how MT enables one to formulate the behavior of a 
number of algorithms. Formulating a seemingly diverse collection of algorithms into 
one unifying framework allows us to focus the attention on the fundamental differences 
in the algorithms. For each algorithm, Fig. 12 shows how the bounds converge from 
their start value to the minimax value. The framework allows the reader to see just how 
similar SSS* and DUAL* really are; they are just special cases of calling Alpha-Beta. 
The drivers concisely capture the algorithm differences. MTD offers us a high-level 
paradigm that facilitates the reasoning about important issues like algorithm efficiency 
and memory usage, without the need for low-level details like search trees and solution 
trees. 
All the algorithms presented arc based on MT. Since MT is equivalent to a null- 
window Alpha-Beta call (plus storage), they search less nodes than the inferior one-pass 
Alpha-Beta( -00, +co) algorithm. There have been other (less successful) attempts with 
algorithms that solely use null-window Alpha-Beta searches [ 27,461. Many people have 
noted that null-window searches have a great potential, since narrow windows usually 
generate more cutoffs than wider windows [ 1,8,9,14,17,28,46]. However, it appears 
that the realization that the transposition table can be used to create algorithms that 
retain the efficiency of null-window searches by gluing them together without any re- 
expansions-and create an SSS*-like best-first expansion sequence-is new. The notion 
that the value of a bound on the minimax value of the root of a tree is determined by a 
solution tree was not widely known among researchers. In this light, it should not be too 
surprising that the idea of using depth-first null-window Alpha-Beta searches to model 
best-first algorithms like SSS* is new, despite their widespread use by the game-tree 
search community. 
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5. Performance 
To assess the performance of the proposed algorithms, a series of experiments 
was performed. We present data for the comparison of Alpha-Beta, NegaScout, MT- 
SSS*/MTD( +cc), MT-DUAL*/MTD( --00) and MTD( f). Results for MTD(bi) and 
MTD( step) are not shown; they are inferior to MTD( f). 
5.1. Experiment design 
We will assess the performance of the algorithms by counting leaf nodes and total 
nodes (leaf nodes, interior nodes and nodes at which a transposition occurred). For 
two algorithms we also provide data for execution time. As before, experiments were 
conducted with three tournament-quality game-playing programs. All three programs 
use a transposition table with a maximum of 22’ entries. The tests from Section 3 
showed that the solution trees could comfortably fit in tables of this size for the depths 
used in our experiments, without any risk of noise due to collisions. We used the 
original program author’s transposition table data structures and code without modifica- 
tion. 7 
Many papers in the literature use Alpha-Beta as the base-line for comparing the per- 
formance of other algorithms (for example, [ 8,231). The implication is that this is the 
standard data point which everyone is trying to beat. However, game-playing programs 
have evolved beyond simple Alpha-Beta algorithms. Most use Alpha-Beta enhanced 
with null-window search (NegaScout), iterative deepening, transposition tables, move 
ordering and an initial aspiration window. Since this is the typical search algorithm used 
in high-performance programs (such as Chinook, Phoenix and Keyano), it seems more 
reasonable to use this as our base-line standard. The worse the base-line comparison 
algorithm chosen, the better other algorithms appear to be. By choosing NegaScout 
enhanced with aspiration searching (Aspiration NegaScout) as our performance metric, 
we are emphasizing that it is possible to do better than the “best” methods currently 
practiced and that, contrary to published simulation results, some methods-notably 
SSS*-turn out to be inferior. 
Because we implemented the MTD algorithms using MT we were able to com- 
pare a number of algorithms that were previously seen as very different. By us- 
ing MT as a common proof procedure, every algorithm benefited from the same 
enhancements concerning iterative deepening, transposition tables and move order- 
ing code. To our knowledge this is the first comparison of fixed-depth depth-first 
and best-first minimax search algorithms where all the algorithms are given iden- 
tical resources. Through the use of large transposition tables, our base-line, Aspira- 
tion NegaScout, becomes for all practical purposes as effective as Informed NegaScout 
[ 24,44,46]. 
7 As a matter of fact, since we implemented MT using null-window alpha-beta searches, we did not have to 
make any changes at all to the code other than the disabling of forward pruning and search extensions. We 
only had to introduce the MTJI driver code. 
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5.2. Kes1rlts 
Fig. 13 shows the performance of Chinook, Keyano and Phoenix, respectively, using 
the number of leaf evaluations as the performance metric. Fig. 14 shows the performance 
of the programs using the total number of nodes in the search tree as the metric (note 
the different scale). The graphs show the cumulative number of nodes over all previous 
iterations for a certain depth (which is realistic since iterative deepening is used) relative 
to Aspiration NegaScout. 
5.2. I. .S.SS* rmi DLJALI’ 
L.ooking at the graphs shows that SSS* examines substantially more total nodes than 
Alpha-Beta but the difference in the number of leaf nodes is relatively small. This 
contradicts many simulation-based papers which show that SSS* explores significantly 
fewer leaf nodes than Alpha-Beta. Since game-playing programs use many search en- 
hancements that reduce the search effort-we used only iterative deepening, the history 
heuristic, and transposition tables-the potential benefits of a best-first search are greatly 
reduced (see Section 6). In practice, SSS* is a small improvement on Alpha-Beta us- 
ing the leaf node metric (depending on the branching factor). Claims that SSS* and 
DUAL* evaluate significantly fewer leaf nodes than Alpha-Beta are based on simplify- 
ing assumptions that have little relation with what is used in practice. In effect, the main 
advantage of SSS* (point (5) in the introduction) is wrong. Reasons for this will be 
discussed further in Section 6. 
Looking at the graphs for total nodes. we see a clear odd/even effect for MT- 
SSS* and MT-DUAL*, The reason is that the former refines a max solution tree, 
whereas the latter refines a min solution tree. At even depths the parents of the leaves 
are min nodes. With a wide branching factor, like in chess, there are many leaves 
that will initially cause cutoffs for a high bound, causing a return at their min par- 
ent (Alpha-Beta’s cutoff condition at min nodes g < LY is easily satisfied when a is 
close to +cc). It is likely that MT-SSS* will quickly find a slightly better bound to 
end each pass, causing it to make many traversals through the tree, perform many 
hash table lookups, and make many calls to the move generator. These traversals show 
up in the total node count (Fig. 14) and interior node count (not shown). For MT- 
DUAL*, the reverse holds. At odd depths, many leaves cause a pass to end at the max 
parents of the leaves when the bound is close to --x. (There is room for improve- 
ment here by remembering which moves have already been searched. This will reduce 
the number of hash table lookups, but not the number of visits to interior and leaf 
nodes.) 
As a last point concerning SSS*, we see that for certain depths the iterative deepening 
version of SSS* expands more leaf nodes than iterative deepening Alpha-Beta in the 
case of checkers. This result appears to run counter to Stockman’s proof that Alpha- 
Beta is dominated by SSS*. How can this be? No one has questioned the assumptions 
under which this proof was made. In general, game-playing programs do not perform 
single fixed-depth searches. Typically, they use iterative deepening and dynamic move 
ordering to increase the likelihood that the best move is searched first. The SSS* proof 
implicitly assumes that every time a node is visited, its successor moves will always be 
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considered in the same order (Coplan makes this assumption explicit in his proof of 
C*‘s dominance over Alpha-Beta [ 91). In Appendix B, an example is given that proves 
the non-dominance of iterative deepening SSS* over iterative deepening Alpha-Beta. We 
conclude that an advantage of SSS*, its domination of Alpha-Beta (point (4) in the 
introduction) is wrong in practice. 
5.2.2. Aspiration NegaScout and MTD( f) 
The results show that Aspiration NegaScout is better than Alpha-Beta. This is con- 
sistent with [47] which showed Aspiration NegaScout to be a small improvement over 
Alpha-Beta when transposition tables and iterative deepening were used. 
Over all three games, the best results are from MTD( f ). Not surprisingly, the cur- 
rent algorithm of choice by the game programming community, Aspiration NegaScout, 
performs well too. The averaged MTD( f) leaf node counts are consistently better than 
for Aspiration NegaScout, averaging a 510% improvement, depending on the game. 
More surprising is that MTD( f) out-performs Aspiration NegaScout on the total node 
measure as well. This suggests that MTD( f) is calling MT close to the minimum 
number of times. Measurements confirm that for all three programs, MTD( f) calls MT 
about 3 to 6 times per iteration on average. In contrast, the MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL* 
results are poor compared to Aspiration NegaScout when all nodes in the search tree are 
considered. Each of these algorithms usually performs hundreds of MT searches. The 
wider the range of leaf values, the smaller the steps with which they converge, and the 
more passes they need. 
From Section 3 we recall that the many MT calls of MT-SSS* and MT-DUAL* make 
those algorithms perform badly when the transposition table is too small to contain the 
nodes needed to refine the solution tree. Since MTD( f) performs significantly fewer 
calls, re-expansions due to insufficient storage are not as big a problem. Compared to 
one-pass/wide-window Alpha-Beta, the few-pass/null-window MTD( f) performs even 
better than Alpha-Beta when given less memory than needed for the solution tree. 
An explanation for this surprising behavior, a best-first algorithm using less memory 
than a depth-first algorithm, can be found in the literature on NegaScout [30,41]. 
For NegaScout, the benefit of the cheaper null-window searches out-weighs a few re- 
searches, even if there is not enough memory to prevent the re-expansions [ 8,24,28]. 
This also holds for MTD( f) ‘s behavior in small-memory situations. This point is further 
explored in [ 351. 
5.2.3. Start value and search effort 
This subsection investigates the relation between the size of the search tree, and the 
start value of a sequence of MT calls. 
The biggest difference in the MTD algorithms is their first approximation of the 
minimax value: SSS*/MTD( +oo) is optimistic, DUAL*/MTD( -00) is pessimistic 
and MTD( f) is realistic. It is clear that starting close to f, assuming integer-valued 
leaves, should result in faster convergence, simply because there are fewer discrete 
values in the range from the start value to f. If each MT call at the root expands 
roughly the same number of nodes, then doing less passes yields a better algorithm. 
However, MT calls generally do not expand the same number of nodes. Since we could 
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Fig. IS. Tree size relative to the first guess f’. 
not find an analytical solution to the question, we have conducted experiments to test 
the intuitively appealing idea that starting a search close to f is cheaper than starting 
far away. 
Fig. I5 validates the choice of a starting parameter close to the game value (only the 
results for chess are shown; the results for Othello and checkers are similar [ 351). The 
figure shows the efficiency of the search as a function of the distance of the first guess 
from the correct minimax value. The data points are given relative to the size of the 
search tree built by Aspiration NegaScout. To the left of the graph, MTD(f) is closer 
to DUAL*/MTD( -co), to the right it is closer to SSS*/MTD(+cc). 
It appears that the smaller the distortion, the smaller the search tree is. Our intuition 
that starting close to the minimax value is a good idea is justified by these experiments. 
A first guess close to f makes MTD(_f) perform better than the Aspiration NegaScout 
base-line. We also see that the guess must be quite close to f for the effect to become 
significant. Thus, if MTD(f) is to be effective, the f obtained from the previous 
iteration must be a good indicator of the next iteration’s value. ’ Comparing the graphs 
in Figs. I3 and IS, we see that MTD(f) is not achieving its lowest point, so there is 
room for improvement. Indeed, we found that adjusting the first guess by il to 4 points 
for each iteration can improve the results for MTD(f) in terms of leaf count by two 
to three percentage points. This can be regarded as some form of application-dependent 
line tuning of the MTD( f) algorithm. 
In doing these experiments, the diversity of real-life game trees became apparent. Just 
as it is not hard to construct a counter-example where a bad first guess expands less 
nodes than a good first guess [ 351, we encountered some test positions where Aspiration 
NegaScout performed better than MTD( f) 
’ For programs with a pronounced odd/even oscillation in their score. results are better if the score from 
two iterations ago is used. 
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5.3. Execution time 
The bottom line for practitioners is execution time. This metric may vary considerably 
for different programs. It is nevertheless included, to give evidence of the potential of 
MTD( f) . We only show the deeper searches, since the relatively fast shallower searches 
hamper accurate timings. The data shown is from typical runs on a Sun SPARC. We 
did experience different timings when running on different machines. It may well be 
that cache size plays an important role, and that tuning the program has a considerable 
impact as well. 
The experiments show that for our test programs, the leaf node count is a good 
indicator of execution time. For Chinook and Keyano, MTD(f) was about 5% faster 
in execution time than Aspiration NegaScout; for Phoenix we found MTD(f) 9-16% 
faster. (As pointed out in the previous section, application-dependent uning can improve 
this a few percentage points.) For other programs and other machines these results will 
obviously differ, depending in part on the quality of the start value f and on the test 
positions used. For programs of lesser quality, the performance difference will be bigger, 
with MTD( f) out-performing Aspiration NegaScout by a wider margin. Also, since the 
tested algorithms perform quite close together, the relative differences are quite sensitive 
to variations in input parameters. In generalizing these results, one should keep this 
sensitivity in mind. Using these numbers as absolute predictors for other situations 
would not do justice to the complexities of real-life game trees. The experimental 
data is better suited to provide insight on, or guide and verify hypotheses about these 
complexities. Indeed, if one lesson is to be learned from these experiments it is that 
the complexity of real game trees is such that focusing on a single metric can lead to 
erroneous conclusions. 
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6. Performance results in perspective 
The introduction summarized the general view on SSS* in five points. Three of these 
points were drawbacks that were solved in previous sections. The remaining two points 
were positive ones: SSS* provably dominates Alpha-Beta, and it expands significantly 
fewer leaf nodes. With the disadvantages of the algorithm solved, the question that 
remains is: what about the advantages? 
The first of the two advantages, theoretical domination, has disappeared. With dynamic 
move reordering, Stockman’s dominance proof for SSS* does not apply. Consequently, 
experiments confirm that Alpha-Beta can out-search SSS”. 
The second advantage was that SSS* and DUAL* expand significantly less leaf nodes 
than Alpha-Beta, However, modern game-playing programs do a nearly optimal job of 
move ordering [ 361, and employ other enhancements that are effective at improving the 
efficiency of the search, considerably reducing the advantage of null-window-based best- 
lirst strategies. The experiments show that SSS* offers some search tree size advantages 
over Alpha-Beta for chess and Othello, but not for checkers. These small advantages 
disappear when comparing to NegaScout. Both SSS* and DUAL* compare unfavorably 
to Alpha-Beta when all nodes in the search tree are considered. 
All algorithms, including MTD(f). perform within a few percentage points of each 
other‘s leaf counts. For fixed-depth searches without transposition tables and iterative 
deepening, simulation results show that SSS *. DUAL* and NegaScout are major im- 
provements over simple Alpha-Beta [ 17,24,26,4 I 1. For example, one study shows SSS* 
and DUAL* building trees that are about half the size of those built by Alpha-Beta [ 241. 
This is in sharp contrast to the results reported here. Why is there such a disparity with 
the previously published work? The reason is the difference between real and artificial 
minimax trees. 
The literature on minimax search abounds with investigations into the relative perfor- 
mance of algorithms. In many publications artificially generated game trees are used to 
test these algorithms. We argue that artificial trees are too simple to form a realistic test 
environment. 
Over the years researchers have uncovered a number of interesting features of minimax 
trees as they are generated in actual application domains like game-playing programs. 
The following four features of game trees can be exploited by application-independent 
techniques to increase the performance of search algorithms. 
l Variable branching factor. The number of children of a node is often not a constant. 
Algorithms such as proof number and conspiracy number search use this fact to 
guide the search in a “least-work-first” manner [ 1,25,48]. 
l Value interdependence between parent and child nodes. A shallow search is often 
a good approximation of a deeper search. This notion is used in techniques like 
iterative deepening, which-in conjunction with storing previous best moves- 
greatly increases the quality of move ordering. Value interdependence also facilitates 
forward pruning based on shallow searches [ 61. 
l Value independence of moves. In many domains there exists a global partial move 
ordering: moves that are good in one position tend to be good in another as welt. 
This fact is used by the history heuristic and the killer heuristic [ 471. 
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l Transpositions. The fact that the search space is often a graph has lead to the use 
of transposition tables. In some games, notably chess and checkers, they lead to a 
substantial reduction of the search effort [ 361. Of no less importance is the better 
move ordering, which dramatically improves the effectiveness of Alpha-Beta. 
There are other features which we do not address for reasons of brevity. 
The impact of the enhancements is significant: many state-of-the-art game-playing 
programs are reported to approach their theoretical lower bound, the minimal tree 
[ 12,13,36,46]. Regrettably, this high level of performance does not imply that we have 
a clear understanding of the detailed structure of real-life game trees. 
Many points influence the search space in certain ways, although it is not exactly 
known what the effect is. For example, transpositions, iterative deepening and the his- 
tory heuristic all cause the tree to be dynamically re-ordered based on information that 
is gathered during the search. The effectiveness of iterative deepening depends on many 
factors, such as the strength of the value interdependence, number of cutoffs in the pre- 
vious iteration, and quality of the evaluation function. The effectiveness of transposition 
tables depends on game-specific parameters, the size of the transposition table, the search 
depth, and possibly on move ordering and the phase of the game. The effectiveness of 
the history heuristic also depends on game-specific parameters, and on the quality of 
the evaluation function. 
The consequence of this is that game trees remain highly complex and dynamic 
entities, whose structure is influenced by the techniques that make use of (some of) 
the four listed features. Acquiring data on these factors and the way they relate seems 
a formidable task. It poses many problems for researchers attempting to reliably model 
the behavior of algorithms on realistic minimax trees. 
All of the simulations that we know of include at most one of the above four features 
in the trees that they simulate (for example, [3,4,8,10,15,17,24,26,41,43,51] >.In the 
light of the highly complex nature of real-life game trees, simulations can only be 
regarded as approximations, whose results may not be accurate for real-life applications. 
We feel that simulations provide a feeble basis for conclusions on the relative merit of 
search algorithms as used in practice. The gap between the trees searched in practice and 
in simulations is large. Simulating search on artificial trees that have little relationship 
with real trees runs the danger of producing misleading or incorrect conclusions. It would 
take a considerable amount of work to build a program that can properly simulate real 
game trees. Since there are already a large number of quality game-playing programs 
available, we feel that the case for simulations of minimax search algorithms is weak. 
An often used approach to have simulations approximate the efficiency of real ap- 
plications is to increase the quality of move ordering. In the light of what has been 
said previously, just increasing the probability of first moves causing a cutoff to, say, 
98% can only be viewed as a naive solution, that is not sufficient to yield realistic 
simulations. First, the move ordering is not uniform throughout the tree (in [ 351 this 
is further analyzed). Secondly, and more importantly, the good move ordering is not a 
cause but an effect. It is caused by techniques (like the history heuristic) making use of 
phenomena like a variable branching factor, value interdependence, value independence 
and transpositions. Causes and effects appear to be all interconnected, yielding a picture 
of great complexity that does not look very inviting to disentangle. 
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As an example of what the differences between real and artificial trees can lead to, 
let us look at some statements in the literature concerning SSS*. In the introduction 
we mentioned five points describing the general view on SSS*: it is (1) difficult to 
understand, (2) has unreasonable memory requirements, (3) is slow, (4) provably 
dominates Alpha-Beta in expanded leaves, and (5) that it expands significantly fewer 
leaf nodes than Alpha-Beta. The validity of these points has been examined by numerous 
researchers in the past [ 8,17,24,26,41,45,5 I]. All come to roughly the same conclusion, 
that the answer to all five points is “true”: SSS* searches less leaves than Alpha-Beta, 
but it is ttof a practical algorithm. However, two publications contend that points (2) 
and (3) may be false, indicating that SSS* not only builds smaller trees, but that the 
problem of the slow operations on the OPEN list may be solved [ 3,431. This paints a 
favorable picture for SSS*, since the negative points would be solved, while the positive 
ones would still stand. Probably due to the complexity of the SSS* algorithm the authors 
restricted themselves to simulations. With our reformulation we were able to use real 
programs to give the definitive answer on the live questions. In practice all five points 
are wrong, making it clear that, although SSS* is practical, in realistic programs it has 
no substantial advantage over Alpha-Beta, and is even worse than Alpha-Beta-variants 
like Aspiration NegaScout. 
This example may serve to illustrate our point that it is hard to reliably mode1 real 
trees. In the past we have performed simulations too [ 10,241. We were quite shocked 
when we found out how easy it is to draw wrong conclusions based on what appeared 
to be valid assumptions. We hope to have shown in this paper that the temptation of 
oversimplifying the structure of game trees can and should be resisted. Whether this 
problem only occurs in minimax search, or also in other domains of artificial intelligence, 
is a question that we leave open. 
7. Conclusions 
From the original formulation, it is hard to understand how and why SSS* works. It 
takes a considerable amount of effort to see through the six interlocking r cases. SSS* 
manipulates a single max solution tree and establishes a sequence of upper bounds 
on the minimax value. In our reformulation, MT-SSS*, we use the concepts of null- 
window Alpha-Beta search and transposition tables to create this behavior. Null-window 
searches cut off more nodes than wider-window searches. Just like for NegaScout, the 
domination of SSS* over Alpha-Beta can be explained by the pruning power of null- 
window searches. 
Unlike NegaScout, MT-SSS* uses only null-window searches. At the root of the tree, 
many repeated calls to MT are performed. Consequently, some form of storage is needed 
to glue the calls together, preventing excessive node re-expansions. Transposition tables 
provide an efficient way to do this. They allow for the pruning power of null-window 
Alpha-Beta calls to be retained over a sequence of searches, and for subsequent Alpha- 
Beta calls to build on the work of previous ones, constructing a best-first expansion 
sequence. 
We have formulated a framework for null-window-based best-first algorithms. One 
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instance of this framework is MTD( f). It uses an approximation, such as the previous 
score in an iterative deepening setting, as the start value, instead of +oc or --co. In this 
way the number of null-window searches is dramatically reduced, making the algorithm 
much less dependent on storage of search results. The few re-expansions are more than 
offset by the efficiency of the null-window calls. Furthermore, a start value close to the 
minimax value creates a more efficient search. In our experiments, using three different 
game-playing programs, MTD(f) is consistently the most efficient search algorithm. 
The efficiency comes at no extra algorithmic complexity: just add one control loop 
to a standard Alpha-Beta-based program. By doing away with wider search windows 
altogether, and using a good start value, our experiments show that one can improve 
on NegaScout by a wider margin than NegaScout’s use of null-windows allowed it to 
improve on Alpha-Beta. 
The experiments allowed us to disspell a myth: none of the algorithms discussed in 
this article, not even SSS*, needs too much memory for use in practical applications. 
The solution trees that are traversed fit perfectly well in today’s memory sizes for game- 
playing programs under tournament conditions where a move must be calculated in a 
few minutes. 
One of the most interesting outcomes of our experiments is that the performance of 
all algorithms differs only by a few percentage points. The search enhancements used 
in high-performance game-playing programs improve the search efficiency to such a 
high degree that the question of which algorithm to use, be it Alpha-Beta, NegaScout, 
SSS* or MTD( f), is no longer of prime importance. (For programs of lesser quality, 
the performance difference will be bigger, with MTD( f) out-performing NegaScout by 
a wider margin.) A consequence of this is that in practice SSS* is not a significant 
improvement over Alpha-Beta, is regularly out-performed by NegaScout, and is domi- 
nated by MTD( f) in every respect. Hence we believe that SSS* should now become a 
footnote in the history of game-tree search. 
The reason for the difference between our results and simulations is that the trees 
generated in actual applications are complex. It is hard to create reliable models for 
simulations. Using artificial trees runs the danger of producing misleading or incorrect 
results. The field of minimax search is fortunate to have a large number of game- 
playing programs available. These should be used in preference to artificially constructed 
simulations. Future research should try to identify factors that are of importance in real 
game trees, and use them as a guide in the construction of better search algorithms, 
instead of artificial models with a weak link to reality. 
Appendix A. Equivalence of MT-SSS* and SSS* 
In this appendix we will look deeper into the relation between MT-SSS* and SSS*. 
The full proof that both formulations are equivalent, in the sense that they expand 
the same leaf nodes in the same order, can be found in [34]. Here a sketch of the 
proof is given. The notion of an explicit search history, called the search tree, has been 
used in [ 161. Theoretical work on algorithms refining this search tree can be found in 
[ 11,31,32,34]. 
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The idea is to insert into the Alpha-Beta code extra operations that insert triples into 
a LIST. In Fig. A. 1 the list operations between {* and *} are inserted to show the 
equivalence of MT-SSS* and Stockman’s SSS*. (In implementations of MT-SSS* they 
should not be included.) The call List-op( i, n) means that the operations of r case i in 
Fig. I have to be executed on LIST. The list operations in MT-SSS* cause the same r 
operations to be applied as in Stockman’s original formulation. 9 These extra operations 
cause exactly the same triples to be inserted in the same order as SSS* does for its 
OPEN list. 
In accessing storage, most Alpha-Beta implementations descend to a child node and 
retrieve any associated bounds, and check whether an immediate cutoff occurs. In our 
pseudo-code, we have taken a slightly different approach. MT checks whether a child 
bound will cause a cutoff before calling itself recursively. In this way we save a recursive 
call, and it simplifies the formal treatment in this appendix. However, there is no 
conceptual difference; other Alpha-Beta implementations (for example, Fig. 2) expand 
the same nodes, and can be used just as well. 
In this appendix we will be less rigorous in some places, for reasons of brevity. By 
following the MT-SSS* code (see Figs. 8 and A. l), one can easily get a feeling just 
how and where MT-SSS* and SSS* are interrelated. 
In studying MT-SSS*, one can distinguish between a rtew call to Alpha-Beta(n, 
y - 1, y) (equivalent to MT( II, y) ), where node n has never been searched before, and 
a call where n has been searched before. In the latter case, MT has previously created 
a “trail” of bounds, forming a max solution tree below II, as we saw in the example of 
Section 2.1. 
All but the last top-level call to MT fail low and build a max solution tree. The last 
call to MT, which stops the search, fails high and builds a min solution tree. These two 
cases are used in the following pre-conditions. 
Notation: T(U) is a solution tree rooted at node II, T+(n) is a max solution tree and 
T- (n) a min solution tree. Sometimes these are abbreviated to T, T+ and T- when the 
meaning is clear. The minimax value of a game tree rooted at node II is called f(n), an 
upper bound on this value is denoted f” (n) and a lower bound is denoted by f-(n). 
We define g = f‘( T( n) ). An entry in LIST consists of a node, state and merit (value) 
(n, s, 1,). The state is either live or solved. When a node is first visited, its children 
are still unexpanded. It is said to be open. When its children are generated. it is called 
closed. 
The proof refers to the six I’ operators in Fig. 1. 
in the context of MT-SSS*. WC can identify a property in the search tree due to the 
post-condition of Alpha-Beta given in Section 2. I. In the first pass, the kft-most solution 
tree with finite g-value is constructed. For the next passes, the following propositions 
hold. Each follows from an extended version of the post-condition of Alpha-Beta, as 
can be found in [ 1 1,341, and the fact that Alpha-Beta is called in the repeat-until loop 
of MT-SSS* (Fig. 8). 
‘For MT-SSS* to traverse the same leaf nodes as SSS*, one bound should be stored at interior nodes. 
Storing and updating two bounds yields an algorithm that will occasionally expand a few nodes less than 
SSS” 1331. 
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/* MT storage enhanced null-window Alpha-Beta( n, y - 1, y), */ 
I* n is the node to be searched, y - 1 is the (Y parameter, y is the p parameter of the call. */ 
/* ‘Store” saves search bound information in memory: “retrieve” accesses this information. */ 
function MT( n, y) + g; 
if n is a leaf node then 
retrieve n.f- , n.ft; /* non-existing bounds are fco */ 
if n.f- = -cc and n.f+ = foe then 
{* List-op(4.n); *} 
g := evaI( 
else if n.f+ = +oc then g := n.f- else g := n.f+; 
else if n is a max node then 
g := -_oo; 
c := firstchild( n); 
{* retrieve n.f-, n.f+; if n.f+ = +m and n.f- = -ca then List-op(6,n); *} 
/ * g 2 y causes a beta cutoff (p = y) * / 
while g < y and c + J- do 
retrieve c. j+ ; 
if c.f+ 2 y then 
g’ := MT( c, y) ; 
{ * if g’ 2 y then List-op( 1, c); *} 
else g’ := c.f+ ; 
g := max(g,g’); 
c := nextbrother( c) ; 
else if n is a min node then 
g := +cm; 
c := tirstchild(n); 
{* retrieve n.f-, n.f+; if n.f’ = +co and n.f- = -ca then List-op(5,n); *} 
/*g<ycausesanalphacutoff (a=y- 1) */ 
while g > y and c # I do 
retrieve c.f-; 
if c.f- < y then 
g’ := MT( c, y) ; 
{* if g’ 2 y then 
if c < lastchild( n) then List-op( 2, c); else List-op( 3, c) ; *} 
else g’ := c.f-; 
g := min(g, g’) 
c := nextbrother( c) ; 
/* Store one bound per node. */ 
if g > y then n.f- := g; store n.f-; 
else n.ft := g; store n.p; 
return g; 
(1) 
(2) 
Fig. A. I. Null-window Alpha-Beta including storage for search results. 
Before each pass, we have in the search tree the left-most max solution tree 
with f+(n) = g(T+) = y, where the children c of min node n to the left of the 
current best child have already been searched and have f- (c) > y. 
In each pass, every node n in the search tree that is revisited belongs to T+, with 
f+-value equal to y; if n is a min node, children to the left of the only child of 
n in T+ have f--value > y and will never be revisited. 
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(3) Each nested call MT( n, y) generates a max solution tree when the search fails 
low, where the children of min nodes have the same properties as in case ( 1) 
above. 
Theorem A.l. During execution of MT-SSS *, the following conditions apply to the 
calls List-op( i, n) and to the call MT( n, y) : 
l Pre-condition of List-op(i, n): LIST includes a triple (II, state, y), being the left- 
most triple with maximal merit; the restrictions in r case i of SSS* are satisfied 
,for this triple. 
l Pre-condition of MT(n, y): Ij’ n is open, then (n, live, y) is in LIST and n is the 
left-most node in LIST with maximal merit. If n is not open, then n is the root qf a 
max solution tree T’ with y = g( T! ) = ,f’(n) and every leaf x of T’ has status 
= solved and merit = f(x). One of the leaves of T+ is the left-most node in LIST 
with maximal merit; no other descendants of n are included in LIST. 
l Post-condition of MT(n. y): If the return value of the MT call < y, then n is the 
root of a max solution tree with the return value of the MT call = g(T+) = f’(n) 
and every leaf x of T+ has status = solved and merit = f(x) ; no other descendants 
of n are included in LIST. If the return value of the MT call > y, then (n, solved, y) 
is in LIST; no other descendants of n are included in LIST. 
Proof. For the MT pre- and post-condition, we give a proof by induction. The pre- 
condition of List-op is proved as a side-effect, yielding the basis for the equivalence 
proof of MT-SSS* and SSS*. 
Precondition of MT(n, y). At the start of the first MT call (on an open node n, the 
root), the pre-condition holds. Assume the pre-condition holds for a call MT( n, y) with 
n an open node. By assumption, (n. 1ive.g) is in LIST and n is the left-most node in 
LIST with maximal merit. 
First consider node n being a max node. The restrictions of r case 6 hold, and 
List-opt 6, n) replaces the triple including n by a series of triples, each including a child 
of II. A child c is expanded by MT, if the subcalls to brothers b to the left of c have 
resulted in y > g’. By the induction hypothesis, after each call, b is the root of a max 
solution tree T’ and each leaf x has merit f(x). Since g(T’( b)) = g’ < y, each of these 
merits is < y. It follows that when c has been expanded by MT, (c, live, y) is still in 
LIST and c is the left-most node with maximal merit. Hence the pre-condition holds for 
c. 
Second, consider node n being a min node. The restrictions of r case 5 hold and 
List-op( 5, n) causes the pre-condition to be met for the left-most child c of n. As long 
as each subcall ends with g’ > y, the while loop in Fig. A.1 is continued. Before each 
subcall, a triple (c, live, y) is in LIST. After the subcall, the status of this triple is solved. 
For this triple, the left-most one with highest merit, r case 2 applies and the related 
operation replaces this triple by (next(c), live, y). We conclude that the pre-condition 
also holds for the next children. 
Now we treat the case where n is a closed node. The pre-condition of MT holds for 
the root n in the subsequent passes of MT-SSS* as a consequence of the post-condition 
of the preceding MT call. 
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Assume the pre-condition holds for an inner node n. If n is a max node, then n is 
the root of a max solution tree T+ with f+(n) = g(T+) = y and every leaf x has 
f(x) < f+(n) . When a child c is expanded by MT, f+ (c) = y, and every brother b to 
the left of c has f+(b) < y. Therefore, c is an ancestor of the left-most node in LIST 
with highest merit. If n is a min node, the only child c of n in T+ is the left-most child 
that is expanded by MT. The pre-condition for this child c follows immediately from 
the pre-condition of n. 
Post-condition of MT. The assumption is made that every subcall to MT satisfies 
the post-condition. We have three situations. First, consider n as a leaf node. The call 
List-op(4, n) conforms to its pre-condition. On exit, either n is in LIST with status solved 
and merit = f(n) = g < y, or merit = y < f(n) = g. In both cases, the post-condition 
holds. 
Second, assume n is an inner max node with children c. If every call to MT( c, r) 
with return value g’ ends with g’ < y, then g < y on exit and n is the root of a tree 
T+(n). Since the leaves of T+(c) occur in LIST for every c, also the leaves of T+(n) 
do so. If at least one subcall ends with g’ = y, then due to the operation List-op( 1, c), 
the post-condition holds for n. 
Third, assume n is an inner min node with children c. If at least one call MT( c, y) 
returns a value g’ with g’ < y, then by the induction hypothesis the leaves of T+(c) 
are in LIST, as are the leaves of T+ (n) . If all MT-calls end with g’ 2 y, then after all 
children have been searched, (last(n) , solved, y) is in LIST. Due to List-op( 3,last(n) ) , 
the post-condition of MT holds. 0 
Theorem A.2. MT-SSS* is equivalent to SSS*. 
Proof. Each list operation is always applied to the left-most node in LIST with highest 
merit. So the operations performed on LIST conform with those of SSS*. The notion 
live is equivalent to open in SSS*. Expanding in SSS* is performed by r case 4, 5, and 
6. The MT-code shows that expanding an open node coincides with a call to list-op 4, 5 
or 6. We conclude that MT-SSS* and SSS* expand open nodes in the same order. 0 
Appendix B. Non-dominance of iterative deepening SSS* 
This appendix presents an example to prove that SSS* with dynamic move re-ordering 
does not dominate Alpha-Beta. Iterative deepening and move re-ordering are part of all 
state-of-the-art game-playing programs. While building a tree to depth d, a node n might 
consider the moves in the order 1,2,3, . . . , w. Assume move 3 causes a cutoff. When 
the tree is re-searched to depth d + 1, the transposition table can retrieve the results 
of the previous search. Since move 3 was successful at causing a cutoff previously, 
albeit for a shallower search depth, there is a high probability it will also work for the 
current depth. Now move 3 will be considered first and, if it fails to cause a cutoff, the 
remaining moves will be considered in the order 1,2,4, . . , w (depending on any other 
move ordering enhancements used). The result is that prior history is used to change 
the order in which moves are considered. 
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Alpha-Beta depth 2 
81nl 
After re-ordering 
86-l 
Alpha-Beta depth 3 
3G-l 
4 3 8 9 
SSS* depth 2 After re-ordering 
4 8 9 8 9 4 
8 9 3 4 
Fig. B. I. Iterative deepening Alpha-Beta. 
Fig. 8.2. Iterative deepening SSS* 
Any form of move ordering violates the implicit pre-conditions of Stockman’s proof. 
In expanding more nodes than SSS* in a previous iteration, Alpha-Beta stores more 
information in the transposition table which may later be useful. In a subsequent iteration, 
SSS* may have to consider a node for which it has no move ordering information 
whereas Alpha-Beta does. Thus, Alpha-Beta’s inefficiency in a previous iteration can 
actually benefit it later in the search. With iterative deepening, it is possible for Alpha- 
Beta to expand,fewer leaf nodes than SSS*. 
When used with iterative deepening, SSS* does not dominate Alpha-Beta. Figs. B.l 
and B.2 prove this point. In the figures, the smaller depth-2 search tree causes SSS* 
to miss information that would be useful for the search of the larger depth-3 tree. It 
searches a differently ordered depth-3 tree and, in this case, misses the cutoff at node o 
found by Alpha-Beta. If the branching factor at node d is increased, the improvement 
of Alpha-Beta over SSS* can be made arbitrarily large. 
That SSS*‘s dominance proof does not hold for dynamically ordered trees does not 
mean that Alpha-Beta is structurally better. If SSS* expands more nodes for depth d, 
it will probably have more information for the next depth, and it may well out-perform 
Alpha-Beta again at depth d + 1. All it means is that under dynamic re-ordering the 
theoretical superiority of SSS* over Alpha-Beta does not apply. 
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The smaller the branching factor, the more likely this phenomenon is observed. The 
larger the branching factor, the more opportunity there is for best-first search to offset 
the benefits of increased information in the transposition table. 
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